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PAET II.

THE excavations of the Americans at Nippur have shown that
whatever the actual date of Sargon and Naram Sin they un-

questionably preceded a certain king of Ur whose name has been
very variously written. Hilprecht, who calls him Urgur, has shown
how the important buildings he put up at Nippur overlie the remains
of Sargon and Naram Sin, and that consequently he must have
reigned after them. No remains of other kings intervene between
these two series of deposits at Nippur. We cannot in consequence
say whether or not the ruler called Urgur immediately succeeded
Sargon and Naram Sin at Nippur or not, but, on the other hand,
we know of no good evidence against this supposition, and as at
present advised we think it probable. The circumstance that
the name of this king has been variously read is due to the fact
that it is represented everywhere by ideographs and not phoneti-
cally, so that each writer has selected what he considered to be the
most probable of several possible readings of the characters. Sir
Henry Bawlinson read it as Orukh, but he is careful to assure us
that ' the least possible dependence can be placed on this reading
of the name, which is merely given for convenience of reference
and according to the ordinary phonetic value of the characters
employed.' He further compares the name with the Orchamus of
Ovid.

Resit Achaemenias urbes pater Orchamus, isque
Septimus a prisco numerator origins Belo,1

Metam. iv. 212-3.
VOL. XVII.—NO. LXVI. P
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210 THE LATER RULERS OF April

Oppert, who was also attracted by this analogy with the old king
mentioned by Ovid, styled him Urkham or Orkham.2 Hincks, who
fancied he recognised in the name the counterpart of the Biblical
Arioch, read it Huriyak.3 Schrader and Haupt, treating it as a
Semitic word, read it Amil apsi.4 Eduard Meyer,5 Delitzsch-
Murdter,6 and Hilprecht read it Urgur. On the other hand
Lenormant7 gives ara possible variants Urbagas, Urbagus, Likbagas,
Rabagas, Urbabi, Likbabi, and Tastabi. Some of these forms
approach that given by Hommel—namely, Ur Bau.8 Hommel has
discussed the name with considerable learning, and has shown that
the second character, which has been recently read gur, ought to be
read Bau. He says—

Letzterer Name wurde, da dieser Konig von Ur seinen Namensbe-
standtheil Ba'u stets ideographisch schreibt, haufig falscb. gelesen (Ur Gur,
Urcham etc.), wahrend es doch durch Vergleichung der verschiedenen
Epitheta und Funktionen der Gottinnen Ba'u (bezw. Gur) und (phonetisch)
Ba-u (Genitiv Ba bi gi, d.i. Bavi gi, Dativ Ba bur, d.i. Bavu-r, aus Bavu
ru) klar erhellt, das beide identisch sind, bezw. das eben Ba-u nur die
phonetische Schreibuug des in Frage stehenden Ideogrammes dieser
Urwassergottheit ist. Die Lesung Gur (verlangert Gur-ra) liegt nur vor,
wenn keine Personifikation als Gottin in Aussicht genommen ist, sondern
das Urwasser schlechthin als Theil des Weltganzen bezeichnet werden
soil.9

This makes it more than probable that the king's name with
whom we are dealing was in fact Ur Bau, ' the Man of the goddess
Bau,' a name constructed on the same plan and principle as the
earlier rulers of Shirpurla, Ur Nina &c, and that he belonged to
the same royal stock as they did, which was temporarily displaced
by Semitic princes.

The next point which we have to settle is whether there were
two princes of this name or one. It seems to me that it is very
unlikely that there were two. Such a thing would be a rare and
unexpected phenomenon at this date, and I see no good reason
for separating Ur Bau the patesi of Shirpurla from Ur Bau the king
(lugal) of Ur, as has been done by Hommel, Hilprecht, and others.
They seem to me to be distinctly the same personage. Hommel in
fact, speaking of the name of Ur Bau, king of Ur, says, Es ist
unbedenklich der Name dieses Konigs von Ur, Ur Ba 'u . . . gleich
dem Namen des (phonetisch geschriebenen) Patisi von Sirgulla (Ur-
Ba-u) zu lesen.™ Ur Bau and Gudea probably succeeded each

2 Expid. en Misop. i. 290, n. 2, and Hist, des Empires de Chaldie, &c. p. 16, &o.
' Journ. Soc. Lit. and Bib. Record, 1862.
1 Die Keilinschr. und das Alte Testament, 2nd ed. p. 94, n. 129.
» Gesch. des Altert. i. 164. • Gesch. 2nd ed. pp. 77, 78.
! Tre Monuvienti, &c. pp. 11-1B. ' Gesch. p. 331 et seq.
" Ibid. p. 333, n. 2 ; cf. p. 337 n. 1. '• Ibid. p. 333, note 2.
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1902 SHIRPURLA OR LAG ASH 211

other as patesis of Shirpurla, the latter becoming patesi there when
Ur Ban became king of Ur.

There is a great resemblance between the phraseology ana also
the references to buildings in the inscriptions of Uru Kagina and
those of these two patesis of Shirpurla, which also suggests bringing
them together. Ur Bau was clearly an earlier" ruler at Shirpurla
than Gudea, since the bricks of hie constructions underlie those of
Gudea in the palace at Tell Loh. Among the discoveries made by
M. de Sarzec there was none more interesting than the finding in
one room often statues of the two rulers Ur Bau and Gudea. They
are all carved in a kind of diorite called dolerite by mineralogists. : It
is a hard stone of a dark greenish black colour, but not so difficult
to work as either marble or porphyry, and is susceptible of a fine
polish. The same stone was employed for making gate sockets,
steps, and other things. It was imported from the country of
Magan—that is to say, the Arabian coast near Bahrein and Oman
—and, as we can tell from unfinished pieces, was imported in its
rough state and worked and completed on the ground." The ten
statues were all decapitated, and we can only recover what their
faces were like from two detached heads found close by and ap-
parently belonging either to them or to similar statues. The intro-
duction of hard stone as his material naturally affected the methods
ar." style of the sculptor. The style may also have been affected
by distant echoes of Egyptian work in similar material. At all
events there is a great advance in technical skill in the case of
these statues upon that of the earlier kings who worked in lime-
stone. The material, however, was too tough and hard to enable ijhe
artists to indulge in much detail, so that the effects are produced by
broad treatment, especially in the robes in which the statues are
decked. In the nude parts the treatment, without being accurate,
is, as M. Heuzey says, full of force and truth. This is especially
the case in the modelling of the cheeks, the back, and the right
shoulder and arm, which are bare. The too pointed elbows and
the bony and flat wrists are exaggerations characteristic of this
early school of sculpture; but the feet are well designed and
modelled, and beautifully worked. The slender hands with large
palms and fingers delicately shaped, with fine nails, point to a
highly cultured class accustomed to use their hands for writing,

11 I ought to add here that a passage I recently found in Ainsworth's Euphrates
Expedition suggests that the source of this dolerite may have been nearer Babylonia
than has sometimes been thought. He says that Captain Lynch found that the so-
called Jebel Sinam, near Bussora, instead of being a mound of dtbria, as had been
supposed, is a basaltic rock, and he adds in a note,' It appears from Mr. Taylor's
researches that beyond the mounds of Mu kayir there is a region known as the
Ha zem, which is composed of sandstones and gravel; while beyond it again is the
Hejerra, so called from the numerous blocks of black granite (Dolerites ?) with which it
abounds' (vol. ii. 90, note).

T 2
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212 THE LATER RULERS OF April

&c, and not for labour merely. The attitudes, however, are rigid,
symmetrical, and monotonous, confined to one or two types, which
were probably decided by the intractability of the material. Thus
the two hands are represented crossed, the right one in the left, an
attitude in the east representing passive obedience. In the present
case it meant, no doubt, one of deference to the god to whom the
statues are dedicated. The figures are short and stumpy, with
heavy shoulders, and this seems to have represented a reality in
the men themselves, and was not a mere canon of the sculptural
school. The dress of the ten statues is almost precisely alike, and
represents the fringed robe which became the fashion for many
generations in Babylonia, and which is probably the garment of
pure white wool (x^avlSiov \SVKOV) mentioned as the mantle of the
Babylonians of his time by Herodotus. The early Chaldeans, how-
ever, do not seem to have known a made-up-tunic, but contented
themselves with this rectangular sheet, which they fastened and
adjusted in an ingenious fashion of their own. They passed it
under the right arm, leaving it bare, then folding, it round them
passed one edge .over the other, and so fastened it, thus giving a
very solid aspect to the dress. The simple fringe and folds into
which the costume falls are neatly represented on the statues.

The statues of Ur Bau and Gudea are of different sizes, one
colossal, others only half-size ; some are represented standing and
some sitting. In order to give stability to their standing statues
the Egyptians employed a pilaster behind them, while the Greeks
carved a tree, &c. The early Chaldeans attained their purpose in
another way. They did not finish off their statues below, but cut
out a cavity like a small grotto, in the interior of which they
carved the front of the feet, leaving the heels and .the lower part
of the robe imbedded in the mass of the stone. This curious de-
tail, says M. Heuzey, may be added to the other proofs of the
complete originality of the Chaldean sculpture. In the sitting
figures there was not the same necessity, so that the feet and
bottom of the robe are shown free. The heels, however, are
enclosed in the cubic seat on which the figures are seated. This
seat is merely a low wooden stool whose feet resemble a letter A.
The rustic form of this stool is a feature hitherto unknown else-
where than at Tell Loh. A long inscription is engraved in each
case on the statue itself, and shows that the statues were dedicated
in different temples. M. Heuzey suggests that it was during the
Parthian domination they were brought together into one room
as they were found, and they seem to have been then first arranged
in two series in the principal court or room; the four standing
statues ornamenting the door of the great hall at the eastern angle,
and the four seated ones being put in front of the small ante-room
to the Selamlik.
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1902 SHIRPURLA OR LAGASH 213

Only one of the statues here referred to belonged to the ruler
Ur Bau. This deserves special study.12 The figure is standing up in
the attitude of deferential respect. Its head and feet are broken off.
The robe differs from those of the statues of Gudea, to be presently
mentioned, in not having its fringes distinctly marked. The figure
is very squat, with a very broad back in comparison with its
height; in fact it almost resembles a dwarf, and has a head too
big for its body, like M. de Clercq's statue of Uru Kagina. This
kind of rather bizarre representation M. Heuzey attributes to the
fact that the statue was carved out of a boulder, and its shape had
to be accommodated to that of the matrix from which it was cut.
The stone from which it is carved is a beautiful dark green diorite,
which has taken a fine polish. Ur Bau nowhere mentions his
father, who may possibly, however, have been Uru Kagina. The
statue bears an inscription that has been published by Amiaud,
Jensen, and others. It reads, ' To the god Nin girsu, the powerful
warrior of the god Inlil, Urbau, patesi of Shirpurla, offspring of the
god Nin-gal' (i.e. ' Great Lord,' the name given to the god Ea as
the god of metal-work), 'chosen by the unchangeable heart of the
goddess Nina, endowed with strength by the god Nin girsu. Given
a good name by the goddess Bau, endowed with intelligence by the
god En ki ' (i.e. Ea). ' Given speech by the goddess Inanna' (i.e.
Ishtar). ' The beloved slave of Lugal erim ' î.e. the god of Erim),
' the beloved of the god Dumuzi abzu' (' Tarn muz of the Abyss '1 3).
' I am Ur Bau. The god Nin girsu is my king' (at this point the
narrative changes to the third person). Ur Bau goes on to tell
us he had dug out a foundation or cellar ten cubits in extent.
Its earth he measured and weighed and piled it up (?). He then
put in some foundations, on which he built a kisu (? ' a platform ')
ten cubits high, on which again he built the temple of E nin nu, or
' the Fifty,' which was called Im gig (mi) gu bar bar, and which
was thirty cubits high. He also built a temple for the goddess Nin
Kharsag, the mother of the gods, at Girsu, and another at Uru
azagga for the goddess Bau, ' the good woman, the daughter of the
god Anna.' For Inanna or Ishtar, ' the shining one,' he built her
temple at Erim, and a temple for En ki, king of Uru duga (i.e. for
Ea), at Girsu. For Nin dar (called Nin sia by. Jensen), the king and
lord, and for Ninagal, his king, he built their temples, and for Nin
Mar (the Lady of Mar), the good woman, the first-born of the
goddess Nina, he built the temple of her constant choice, which
was called Ish-gu-tur. For the god the shepherd of Girsu he
built a stable for his asses (i.e. ' sumpter beasts' ?) and for the
goddess Ku, (?) Anna,14 the lady who brings the rain (?), he built

11 It is figured on plates 7 and 8 of the first part of Heuzey's great work.
" So explained by Mr. Pinches in a letter.
14 According to a cylinder belonging to M. de Clercq (114) she was the wife of the

god Martu or Bimmon; cf. W. A. I. iii. 67.b.35. See Records of the Past, N.S. i. 75-7.
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214 THE LATER RULERS OF April

her temple in Girsu. Lastly for Dumuzi abzu, the lord of
Kinunir (? Borsippa), he built his temple at Girsu.15

On a threshold stone for a door, published by M. de Sarzec,16

Ur Bau, who here styles himself the offspring of the god Nin gal,
mentions the dedication of a temple to the god En ki (i.e. Ea), and
on some large bricks he refers to the building of a temple to Nin
girsu." In these inscriptions, which are both published by Amiaud,
Ur Bau calls himself patesi of Shirpurla. On some cones, the
inscription on one of which is figured by Eadau, Ur Bau as patesi
of Shirpurla commemorates the building of the temple of E nin nu
Imgig gu bar bar, above mentioned, for Nin girsu.18 Two hundred
of these clay cones with his name have been found at Tell Loh.

Bearing the name of Ur Bau we also have a series of figures
made in copper, and showing a skill in the modelling and work-
ing very superior to that of the earlier dynasty of Shirpurla, and
resembling, as M. Heuzey says, more closely that of the more
mature art of the reign of Sargon and his son Naram Sin. Each
of these figures is bearded and wears a tiara with four pairs of
horns on its head, and is therefore probably a god. He is bare to
the waist, and kneels on the ground with one knee. Between his
knees he holds with both hands an object which is conical in
shape and pointed at the bottom, and which he seems to be
working. M. Heuzey suggests that it resembles a kind of pile or
stake with which he is punishing the subterranean demons. By
others it has been explained with some probability as the god making
fire with the fire-stick. The figures are dedicated to Nin girsu,
and mention his temple of E nin nu, and doubtless represent that
god himself. With each of them was found a large tablet in white
marble with an epitome of the inscription on the diorite statue of
Ur Bau already named. They were found together in a grey
earthen vessel with an ovoid handle, and pierced with three holes
in the bottom, apparently, as M. Heuzey says, to allow the magical
influence to permeate freely into the ground below. On a small
object of white stone an inscription, translated by Amiaud, tells us
that Ur Inlil consecrated this ' da ' for the life of Ur Bau, paetsi of
Shirpurla, and for the life of the wife of his son.19 This inscription
is curious, because the name Ur Inlil occurs on certain remains
found at Nippur, assigned by Hilprecht to a considerably earlier
date.2c The infrequency of the repetition of the same name at this
time among royal persons makes it probable that the Ur Inlil just
referred to was in fact the same person as the Ur Inlil who dedi-

s Jensen, in Keilinschr. Bibl. iii. 19-24 ; Amiaud, in Records of tlte Past, N.S. i. 75.
• Dicouvertes, pi. 27, fig. 2.

Ibid. pi. 37, figs. 1 and 2 ; Records of the Past, N.S. ii. 73.
'• See Radau, pp. 183-5.

Records of the Past, N.S. ii. 73, 74. w Ante, vol. xiii. (1898), p. 13.
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1902 SHIRPURLA OR LAG ASH 215

cated the ' da ' above mentioned. The two names of Ur Bau and Ur
Inlil are built up very similarly, and they may have been brothers.
Ur Inlil, who dedicates objects at Nippur, calls himself patesi of
Nippur, which is a very rare style.

From his inscriptions as patesi of Shirpurla Ur Bau seems to
have been a prosperous person and a great builder; he appears
indeed to have rebuilt most of the temples in his dominion (some from
their foundations), a fact which points to their having been previously
injured or destroyed. We have not, however, hitherto discovered
a single inscription relating to any warlike and external adventure.

In an inscription published by Heuzey21 and translated by
Jensen 22 we have a very interesting dedication to Nin girsu by Nin
Kandu (i.e. the Lady Kandu), the daughter of Ur Bau, for the life
of Nam maghani, patesi of Shirpurla, and also for her own life.
Nam maghani was read Nam lugh ni and also Nam kin ni by
Ledrain. Hommel read it Nam uru (?) ni and Mr. Pinches Ei
nita ni.

On a threshold stone we have an inscription, published by M.
de Sarzec,23 in which Nam maghani, who on it calls himself patesi
of Shirpurla, dedicates the stone to the goddess Bau, daughter of
Anna and mistress of Uru azagga.24

On another inscription Nin kagina,25 daughter of Ka azagge,
dedicates a gag-gis (which has been translated ' a mace') to the
god Urduzi, her king, for the life of Nam maghani, patesi of
Shirpurla.26 The god Urduzi here mentioned is not otherwise
known to me. Eadau, without the slightest evidence, postulates
that Ur Bau had a son, that this son succeeded him and was in
turn succeeded by Nam maghani as patesi of Shirpurla. I see
just as little reason for accepting his theory, which is also that of
Hommel, that there was a gap of about 200 years between Ur Bau
and Gudea. To my mind the way in which their remains occur,
the fact that they alone apparently made diorite statues of a certain
type, and other reasons combine to make it very probable that, if
not contemporaries, they lived very near to each other. Gudea is
made a son of Ur Bau by Maspero,27 but of this there is no evidence
and it is surely founded on some mistake. It is not impossible that,
like Nam maghani, he was his son-in-law.

As I have tried to show above, I look upon Ur Bau, the patesi of
Shirpurla, as the same person as Ur Bau, the king of Ur. How he

21 Rev. Assyr. ii. 79. n E. B. iii. 75; and Eadau, p. 19.
" Dicouvertes, pi. 27, 1. » Becords of the Past, N.8. ii. 107.
u This name is formed like Uru Kagina, Kagina being apparently a synonym for

the god Inlil; so that the name would mean ' lady of the god Inlil.' Radau reads the
phrase 'dumu ka azag ga,' not as a proper name, but translates it 'his glorious
granddaughter.'

M See Cuneiform Texts, i. 96, 6, 15, 1; adau, p. 18G.
27 Dawn of Civilisation, p. 010.
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216 THE LATER RULERS OF April

enlarged his dominion, and thus changed his status, I do not know,
but it seems to me that on doing so he appointed his relatives to be
patesis of Shirpurla, and possibly also of Nippur, and it was pro-
bably as his subordinate that Gudea ruled at Shirpurla. The
characters representing the latter's name read Ka-mum-a, but in
' W. A. I.' ii. 20, 24 and 30, 49, we have two glosses which seem to
authorise the reading of the name as Gudea.28 In Assyrian it
is explained by Na bu u (i.e. the preacher or prophet).29 Gudea
nowhere in his inscriptions gives us the name of his father, and
hence it would seem he was not of royal birth. On the other hand
it would be a very improbable thing in these early days for a mere
nobody to become a sovereign with such power as he had,
especially since he appears not to have been a warrior.30

In this connexion it may be noticed that he is one of the very
few early kings whose wife's name has been recorded. It occurs on
an agate seal preserved at the Hague, which was first explained by
Hommel, and which reads, ' Gudea, patesi of Shirpurla, and Gin
umun pa ud du (?), his wife.' The latter name means ' Maiden of
Marduk,' or of the planet Jupiter.31 Hommel and Radau read the
name simply Gin-Dun pa ud du.32 This mention of his wife points t(
her having been a personage of some consequence. It may be that
it was through her he secured the throne, and she may have been
tue daughter of Ur Bau.

The most remarkable inscription of Gudea, and in fact the most
important of any of the records of the early kings of Chaldea, is
inscribed on one of the great clay cylinders in the Louvre, the
texts of which have been published, but largely await translation
and illustration. Zimmern, with wonderful insight, divined the
general meaning of one of these inscriptions—namely, that on the
so-called cylinder A. The more important part of this inscription
has quite recently been partially translated by M. Thureau Dangin
in the Comptes Rendus of the Academy for 1901. According to this
most competent witness it commences with a kind of prologue in
which we are transported into the midst of an assembly of the gods,
who, under the presidency of In lil, were deliberating on the settling
of fates and fortunes in the temple of Ba ga. The condition of ' the
city of Nin girsu' was the chief object of their solicitude, and we are
told that In lil turned a favourable regard towards it. It evidently

-8 See Menant, Cat. de Clercq, ii. 1, note. Mr. C. J. Ball says the name may mean
' speaker,' ' orator ' (Gude = shasu,' to speak ' ) : Light from tlie East, p. 56, note.

•-•" Transactions of the Soc. of Bibl. Arch. vi. 282 ; Jensen, in K.B. iii. 27, n. 3.
M Hommel read a phrase in one of the cylinder inscriptions of Gudea, ' A mother

I had not and a father I had not,' and inferred that, like Sargon, he was a foundling;
but the meaning of the phrase, which is contained in an address to the goddess
Ga turn dug, is, as shown by Zimmern, Zdtschr. f. Assyr. iii. 230, ' Thou art my
mother ; ' ' Thou art my father.'

11 Jensen, in K. B. iii. 1. p. 65, note. " Radau, p. 210.
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1902 SHIRPURLA OR LAGASH 217

needed help and was in a bad plight, for a great drought had dried
up the canals and the sands were advancing upon them. In order
to secure a better time the patesi Gudea, a man, we read, of
great knowledge, made some offerings, including an adult ox and
a kid. He put the stone of destiny on his head, and in preparation
for the building, or rather rebuilding, of the temple he carried the
stone in question in the day time and the middle of the night to
Nin girsu, and apparently sought his counsel. He then refers to a
dream : ' May I speak ? ' he said. ' I am the shepherd to whom the
sovereignty has been given. Something came to me in the middle
of the night. I could not understand its meaning. May I explain
my dream to my mother ? Will the goddess Nina, the sister of Ud
ma Nina-shurit-ta, show me its meaning ? ' Apparently she did not
respond to his prayer, because her image, which was in her boat,
was stranded, and could not sail, as the canal was dry. Gudea then
addressed himself directly to Nin girsu, in whose temple he offered
sacrifices and libations, and appealed to him as the warrior and
impetuous lion who had no rival, who held highest rank in the
abyss . . . and also at Nippur, and declared to him his wish
to obey his words and to rebuild his temple if only his sister, the
daughter of Ea of Eridu, she who decided what should happen, the
divining queen of the gods, would aid him.

Gudea next had recourse to the goddess Ga turn dug, to
whom he also offered victims and libations, and whom he addressed
as his father and mother, as the creator of Shirpurla, who held the
first rank among the gods. He told her how, when he was asleep,
with his lance, hafted with the wood of Ne gi bar, by his side, he
had a dream, and he begged her to send the winged genii Utukku
and Lamas8u to accompany him to the city of Nina, that he might
see that goddess and tell her his dream in person, in order that she
might interpret it to him. ' The goddess Ga turn dug listened to
his prayer, but the goddess Nina did not enter into her boat, which
remained stranded at her city of Nina.' Gudea then made
offerings at the temple of Kisal-ud-ma Nina-shurit-ta, and
addressed a prayer to Nina as the sovereign queen who with the
god In lil fixed the fate and fortunes of things. He told her how
in the midst of his dream there appeared a man as high as heaven
and as big as the earth, on whose head was a divine tiara, by whose
side was the divine bird Im-gig, at whose feet was the hurricane,
on whose right and left a lion lay down. He ordered him, he said,
to build his house. He did not, however, recognise the apparition,
which shone with a brilliant light. A woman was by his side.
' Who was she ? who was she ? ' he cried. She held in her hand the
sacred kalama. She carried the tablet of the good star of the
heavens, and she communed with herself. Therewas a second hero.
He had with him a tablet of lapis lazuli, on which was inscribed the
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218 THE LATER RULERS OF April

plan of a temple. 'Before me the sacred cushion was put, the
sacred basket was placed; the tablet or brick of destiny was in
the basket. The right a am (?) was placed before me; a man
lighted the ti bit, hu. An ass lay on the ground to the right of my
king.'

Nina replied to Gudea and said—

' My shepherd, I will interpret thy dream. The figure as big as
heaven, &c, whom thou describest, was my brother Nin girsu. He
ordered thee to build his temple of E nin nu. The light that shone so
brilliantly was thy special god Nin-gish-zi-da. The young woman who
bore the sacred kalama was my sister Ni sa ba. The second hero who
bore the lapis lazuli tablet was Nin dub. The brick of destiny in the
basket was the foundation brick of the temple of E nin nu. The a am
and the ti bu hu were the propitious images. The ass who reclined
beside the god, that was thyself.' She now bade him build the temple of
E nin nu, but before doing so told him to go to Girsu, which lay over
against Shirpurla, and out of the wood in his treasure house there to
make a chariot for Nin girsu, and to yoke a young ass to it. She then
told him to prepare some things whose names convey no meaning to us—
namely, the ti mar uru, the an gar, the shunir on which he was to
inscribe his name, the balag called ush-umgal-kalama (which was
perhaps a musical instrument). These he was to offer to the hero who
loved presents, the god Nin girsu, who would then listen to his prayer,
would grant him peace, and reveal to him the plan of the temple, and
would bless him. ' The faithful shepherd Gudea' inclined his head.
He went to his treasure house, and thence he selected the wood of esalim,
of meshu, and of khaluppu, and used them in making the chariot,
and he yoked to it the young ass uggir. He made the shunir so much
liked by Nin girsu, on which he put his name, the balag, and other
presents, and placed them in the temple of E-nin-nu-imgiggu babbara. In
the same temple he caused a fire or light to be lighted, and he entered it
in the daytime and at night. He purified its courts and drove out the
evildoers and the sorcerers. In the shu ga lam, the glorious place, the
place of judgment whence Nin girsu observed the countries, he flayed a
fat sheep, a gukkallu (?), a kid of his own herds, a female kid which had
never known a male. These, with cypress, the arzulla of the mountains,
and the cedar, whose scent is sweet to the gods, he threw on the fire.
He addressed a prayer to the god in the upshukennaku. He prostrated
himself and declared that he had been wishful to build his temple, but
had received no command or order to do so from Nin girsu, and he still
awaited one. The god replied that he wished him to build the temple,
and would give him a sign to signify his wish in that behalf, and
declared that the temple of E nin nu should have a glorious destiny, and
be renowned everywhere, including Magan and Milukha, and he further
spoke of the temple of E nin nu as his special shrine, and of his own
divine weapons, the shar ur, the ige khush, and the da bat. The god went on
to urge that the Ti ra ash, like the abyss, with magnificence should be built,
so should his splendid abode of E khush, and E babbar, the place of his
decrees, which, with the god Ka di, secured peace to the country; and
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also the temple of Baga, where was his table of offerings where the great
gods of Shirpurla were gathered round.

'When the shepherd Gudea,' said the god, 'shall have begun my
temple of E nin nu, which was specially named " the divine bird Imgig
shines in the vault of heaven," on that day a hurricane shall bring
abundant rain, and the land shall again prosper. I will make the fields
fertile again, and will refill the canals. I will cause Ki en gi (or Kengi)
to flow with oil abundantly, and also to abound in wool.

' On the day when the foundation (temennu) shall be laid I will hasten
to the mountain where dwells the hurricane, and will myself bring a
gale down. The work must proceed without delay, and continue day and
night. From the low country the wood khaluppu and the wood nekhan
shall be brought; from the mountain, cedar wood, Shurime wood, and
zabanu wood shall be carried to embellish it. From the country of Ushu
shall be brought the wood ushu. From the country of stone shall be
brought great blocks of dressed stone. On that day thy side shall be
touched with fire. It shall be my sign, and thou wilt recognise it.
Gudea heard the words of Nin girsu, and bowed his head.'33

Next to this inscription on the so-called cylinder A., and the
corresponding one on cylinder B, the most important records of
Gudea are those on his statues. These consist in the main of
dedications to various gods, but they contain a good deal of other
matter, some of which is full of suggestiveness. I will take each
of them in turn. On statue A in the Louvre he tells us he had
built the temple E nin nu, the Temple of ' the Fifty,' for the god
Nin girsu, and also that of the goddess Nin kharzag at Girsu, of
which she was called the mother and protector. He adds that he
had also made her a dup pisan (? an altar). He had brought a
hard stone (i.e. dolerite) from the mountains of Magan to be made
into her statue, and he implored the aid of Nin tu (i.e. a synonym
of the same goddess), the goddess who fixes the destinies of heaven
and earth, the mother of the gods, with whose name he had named
her statue and put it in the temple to protect the life of him—
Gudea—the builder of her temple.34

On statue B we have a much longer and more important
inscription. On it Gudea is represented as an architect, with a
plan on his knees. The inscription refers to his placing this his
own statue in the temple of E nin nu, which he had built, and to his
having at the same time offered one ka of fermented drink, one ka
of food (literally of the cooked)—namely, half a ka of meal and half
a ka of some other food not yet identified. The king goes on to say,
' If a patesi of Shirpurla shall subsequently revoke this gift (which
was apparently, therefore, an annual one) may his own similar
offerings and his commands be annulled.' To the god Nin girsu,

" Comptes Re us, xxix. 112-28 (1901). The rest of the inscription contains an
account of the building of the temple, and has not yet been translated.

»' Amiaud, in Records of the Past, N.S. ii. 75, 76 ; Eadan, 197-9.
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the powerful warrior of the god In lil, Gudea, the distributor of
his treasures, the patesi of Shirpurla ; the shepherd chosen by the
unchangeable heart of the god Nin girsu, regarded with a favourable
eye by the goddess Nina, endowed with power by the god Nin
dara,35 filled with eloquence by the goddess Bau, the offspring
of the goddess Ga turn dug,36 dowered with sovereignty by the god
Gal alim, who gave Gudea a lofty sceptre—he (Gudea), who was
given courage in his heart, and whose power was established by
Dun sha ga, who was made to excel in war by the god Ningish
zida, his king, when Nin girsu had turned a favourable glance
jpon his city, and had selected him as the good shepherd of the
land and had let his power be felt among men.37

Then did I purify the city and cleanse it with fire; I have built the
wooden (?) foundation; bricks have I deposited, and I have exorcised the
dreaded spirits (?). The purifiers (?), the necromancers (?), the prophetesses
I have driven out of the city.58 Those who have behaved ill with women
my officers threw into the canal. The temple of the god Nin girsu I have
made a pure place like Eridu.39 I have not broken into any tomb (?) or
sepulchral urn (?). No son has disturbed his mother's rest. The pro-
vincial governors, the burgomasters, the officials, and the overseers have
worn woollen garments during the construction of the work. [They pro-
bably were clothed in the stately garments called kaunakis by the
Greeks.] In the cemetery of the town no pyre has been constructed, no
corpse has been laid under the ground, no "singing priest has chanted his
lamentations over the dead, nor has a female mourner caused her wailing
to be heard. In the territory of Shirpurla no man having a lawsuit has
been taken to the place of oath-taking [? court of justice], nor has a
draughtsman planned a new house.

For Nin girsu, his king, he (i.e. Gudea) has completed the
appurtenances of and has built and restored the temple of E nin
nu-imgig-gu babbara (i.e. E nin nu, which illumines the darkness ?).
In it he has placed the gi gu nu of cedar wood, which he loves.
Eadau trauslates this ' his judgment seat,'40 but Hommel41 calls it
a burial place.

After Gudea had built the temple of Nin girsu the god opened
the way for him from the Upper Sea (i.e. the Mediterranean, the
tdmtu iliniti of the Assyrians)42 to the Lower Sea (i.e. the Persian
Gulf). From Amanum, the mountain of cedars (i.e. the Amanus

'••• Bead ' Nin sia ' by Jensen.
30 Bead ' Ga sig dug' by Jensen. According to Bawl. ii. 59, 27 she was a form of

Bau (see Jensen, in K. B. iii. 29).
" Here the person changes from the third to the first.
3S Mr. Ball speaks of these evildoers as the Sodomites and Catamites,

and compares the passage with 2 Kings xxiii. 7 (see Light from the East, p. 56).
" Badau says ' like Erech.'
* Op. cit. p. 195. " Die Astrom. d. alt. Chald. Ami. 1891.
'- See Jensen, op. cit. p. 33, note.
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range), he brought logs of cedar 70 cubits long and others
of 50 cubits, and joists 25 cubits long of some other wood/3

These trees he caused to be cut down and to be brought from
the mountains. He made the sharur (which Mr. Ball translates ' the
dykes against floods'), and also the shargaz. The latter were made
of copper and were apparently some kind of ceremonial weapons.
Eadau translates the word by ' halberds with seven pinnacles'
(literally 'eyes')- Mr. Ball reads the phrase as '7,000 shining
weapons.' He also made cisterns and water pipes of copper. The
cedar beams he made into gates which were decorated with rich
designs and used in the temples of E nin nu and E magh kia sig
di da (the lofty house into which the rich were carried [to be
healed]). From Ursu, in the mountains of Ibla (? Lebanon), he
brought zabanum trees, great shaku trees (compare the Assyrian
ashukhu, apparently a kind of cedar), and tulubu or tudibbum trees
to be used as rafters in the temple of E nin nu. These logs were,
no doubt, brought down the Tigris in rafts.

From Shamanum, in the mountains of Menua (i.e. Armenia), and
from Subsala, in the mountains of Martu (i.e. the west country of
the Amorites),44 he brought great hewn stones and had them cut
and sculptured, and with them he built the platform of the temple of
E nin nu. From Tidanum45 he brought Shirgal-ghabbia stones.
He had them wrought into ur pad da (i.e. possibly door-posts or
lintels). He brought copper from the land of Kagal ad ki, in the
mountains of Ki Mash (i.e., as Professor Sayce surmised, the
land of Mash, in northern Arabia, mentioned in Genesis x. 23 and
the equivalent of Arabia Petraea. Copper was called kimassi in
Assyrian).46 From this copper he made weapons and utensils, &c,
for the temples. From the mountains of Milukkha (in north-
west Arabia) he brought hard wood, which has been supposed to
be ebony, and also gold dust and khtdalu stone. From the
mountains of Gbagum or Khakum (identified by Hommel with
Khakh, south-east of Medina) he also brought gold dust and used
it in adorning the E Martu, or temple of the Storm God. Hence
he also brought lid ri (?) ; from the country of Gubin, the land of
the Khalup trees (i.e. the Khalupa of the Syrians, the persea or
lebbakh tree).47

From the land of Madga, from the mountains of the river Galu
a This, Mr. Ball [Proceedings of the Soc. of Bibl. Arch. xi. 143) identifies with

box; bat, as Jensen says, we do not know of box trees from which logs could be cut
of such a length as this.

" Hommel reads the name Kasalla, and compares the Kazalla of W. A. I. iv. 34,
3133.

45 The Biblical Dedan (?), near Moab, identified with Akhara (i.e. the west land) in
Bawl. ii. 49, 12, c, d.

" W. A. I. ii. 18, 54 ; iv. 28, 13. " Hommel, Anc. Hebr. Trad. p. 35.
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ru da, he brought Gur gu.4S With it he made the platform of the
temple of E nin nu. Im gha urn he also imported. From the
mountain of Bar sip he brought Nalua stones in great boats and
encircled the foundations of the temple of E nin nu with them.
He conquered with arms Anshan Nimaki (i.e. Anshan, in the land
of Elam), and its booty he brought to Nin girsu in E nin nu.

The narrative is now renewed again in the first person.

When I, Gudea, the patesi of Shirpurla, had built the temple of E nin
nu I made a treasure house, a building adorned with sculptures, such as
no other patesi had built for the god Nin girsu that I built, and have put
a name there. What is pleasing to him I have done. The orders of
Nin girsu I have faithfully obeyed. Prom the mountains of Magan I
have brought dolerite and carved it into a statue. My king, whose house
I have built, may a fortunate life be my reward. I have given it [i.e.
the statue] a name and put it in the temple of E nin nu. Do thou, statue,
apeak what Gudea commands thee to the statue of my king. Since I
have built the temple of E nin nu I have enfranchised debtors and
cleared all liabilities. During seven days corn was not ground into flour;
the handmaid has been on a level with her mistress; the slave has been
equal to his master. In my city the strong and the weak have been put
on an equality. I have expelled all evil men from the temple. The
well-doers I have put under the shelter of the goddess Nina and the god
Nin girsu. The rich did no wrong and the strong did no wrong. Where
there was a house that had no son it was the daughter who brought
offerings and put them before the statue. The statue was not made
of precious metal, nor of lapis lazuli, nor of copper nor tin, nor of bronze.
By my order it was made of dolerite. It will stand where men go to
drink water [i.e. in a place of public resort], but it will not easily be
broken [i.e. he had made it of very hard stone]. This is the statue of
Gudea which stands before thee, Nin girsu.

The man who from the temple of E nin nu shall remove it [i.e. the
statue] or shall deface its inscription, who shall, on the fortunate
beginning of a new year, invoke his god in the place of my god Nin girsu
in my land, who shall disregard my commands, revoke my gifts, who
shall erase my name from my tablets and monuments and replace it by
his own, who in the very shrine of my god Nin girsu, my king, shall dis-
regard his commands and lose sight of him, or who shall alter the judg-
ments or deface the monuments of the patesis of Shirpurla who have in
former times renewed the temple of E nin nu, may the gods Anna,
Inlil, Nin Kharsag, En ki, whose word is unchangeable, En zu, whose
name no man pronounces, Nin girsu, the king of weapons, Nina, the lady
of interpretations (?), Nin dara [called Nin sia by Jensen], the warrior
ruler, the mother of Shirpurla, the august Ga turn dug [written Ga sig
dug by Jensen], Bau the lady, the firstborn of Anna, Inanna [i.e.
Ishtar, called Nin ni by Amiaud], the lady of battle, Utu [called Babbar
by Amiaud], the king who is filled with light [i.e. the sun]; may Pasag
[called Ishum by Mr. Ball], the leader of the land, Galalim, Dunshaga,

" Aniiaud translates it ' bitumen,' bat this is very unlikely; bitumen was a very
common product much nearer at hand
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may Nin marM [i.e. the lady of Mar], the eldest daughter of Nina;
may the god Dumuzi abzu, the lord of Ki nu nir; may my god
Ningish zida change his destiny; like an -ox may he be slain before his
time. Like a wild bull may be be felled in the plenitude of his strength.
May his throne be levelled with the dust. May men strive to overthrow
it and to efface its name. May his name also be effaced from the tablets
in the house of his god. May his god who shall have had no pity on my
land overwhelm his with rain from heaven and with the waters of the
earth. May he go forth nameless, and may his royal race be subjected
to another. May he be as a man who has acted wickedly towards his
chief and who can nowhere find a dwelling. May the people ever pro-
claim [the glory] of the great glory of the god Nin girsu.49

On statue C we have a dedication by Gudea to the god Nin-
gish-zida. On it he claims to have built the temple of E anna
for the goddess Inanna, his lady, as well as the temple of E nin
nu for Nin girsu. He had made a plan of it and had also con-
structed its uru of kaal (?). In this inscription he tells us how he
had taken the clay for the bricks with which to build the temple
from a pure place, and had had them moulded in a sanctified
place. He had purified and levelled the site, and firmly established
the foundations. This temple of E anna, he tells us, he had
built at Girsu. He had imported dolerite from Magan with which
to make the statue, which he had caused to be carved, and to which
he gave its name, and he asks the goddess to prolong his life. His
own statue he had placed in her temple of E anna, and he prays that
Inanna will destroy any one, annihilate his race, and overturn his
throne, who shall remove or break it or deface its inscription.50

Statue D is also dedicated to Nin girsu. On it Gudea styles
himself patesi of Shirpurla, the dispenser of the treasures, and the
captain of the ship of In lil, the shepherd chosen by the immutable
heart of Nin girsu, the powerful minister of the goddess Nina.
Pilled with renown by the goddess Bau, the offspring of the
goddess Gatumdug, who had given Gudea a lofty sceptre, who
had been adjudged a firm heart and a strong hand by the god
Galalim, and constituted a well-doing man who loves his city by
the god Dunshaga. He (Gudea) had built the temple E nin nu,
which illumines the darkness, and also its appurtenances. There
he had placed the mysterious structure {gig unu) made of cedar
wood. He had built the temple of Eghud (called Ipa by Jensen),
with its seven stages, and therein he had placed his loving gifts for
the goddess Bau, his mistress. He had had made her beloved
bark called Kar nunata ud dua, and built the karza gina
(Amiaud reads it kar nun ta ea) at the gate Ka su ra. Mr. Sayce
translates the former phrase ' the quay which comes forth from the

76
° Jensen, in K. B. iii. 1. pp. 26-49; Amiaud, in Records of the Past, N.S. ii.

-87 ; Ball, op. tit. pp. 56-9. M Amiaad, op. tit. pp. 87-9.
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lord:'Sl it was probably the building where the boat was housed.
Amiaud transcribes the last phrase kar zagin ka surra, which
Mr. Sayce translates ' the quay which runs from the white stone of
the gate.'52 The crew and captain of this ship he had selected and
made them over as a gift to the temple of the goddess, the good
lady, the daughter of Anna, for whom he had built her temple of
Uru azagga. By the aid of the goddess Nina and the god Nin
girsu, he tells us, the countries of Magan, Milukhka, Gubi, and
Nituk, which possessed all kinds of trees, sent him ships laden
with them to Shirpurla. From the mountains of Magan he also
brought dolerite, with which he made his statue. The inscription
concludes, ' 0 king, whose great power overshadows the land, Nin
girsu, whose temple Gudea has built, do thou bring him good
fortune. Let thy name attach to the statue which he has placed
in thy temple of E nin nu.'63

Statue E is dedicated to Bau, who is called on it the daughter
of Anna and mistress of Uru azagga, the mistress of abundance,
who rules the destinies of the city of Girsu. In this inscription
Gudea tells us he had built the temple of E sil sir sera (Kadau calls it
E-sil-gid-gid) at Uru azagga for the goddess, having first purified
and straightened the site, drawn a plan of it, made its uru to shine,
and erected its temen or platform. In it he put up her throne and
her dup pe san (? shrine, or perhaps statue). He claims to have built
the altar of Nin an da gal (an appellative of Bau meaning the
mistress of the great heaven and earth). Then follows a list of
offerings which the king had made to her at the new year, which
include an ox, sheep of different kinds—i.e. fat sheep, rams, &c,
lambs—dates, cream, palm shoots (literally palm brains), cranes,
flamingoes (or pelicans), and other birds with their eggs, fish,
woollen garments, &c. In the same temple he also put a
subsidiary shrine, or perhaps a representation or figure of his own
special god, Nin gish' zida, and he brought dolerite from Magan
and made his own statue with it, to which he gave a name, and which
he dedicated to- the goddess Bau and put it in her temple.51

Statue F is dedicated to the goddess Ga turn dug (called Ga sig
dug by Jensen), who is styled by Gudea the mother of Shirpurla,
his mistress. Of her he seems to have made a model or image, and
he says that he had also made a plan of her temple and constructed
her shining kaal (? tabernacle). As in previous inscriptions he
tells us how he had got the clay from a pure place and had caused
the bricks to be moulded in a holy place. He had purified and
straightened the foundations, which he had planted deep down
where the water rises. When he had built her temple he had

51 Records of the Past, 2nd series, ii. 90, note 2. " Ibid, note 3.
53 Jensen, op. cit. pp. 51-5; Amiaud, op. cit. pp. 89-92.
51 Amiaud, op. cit. pp. 92 -7; Badau, pp. 202-9.
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offered gifts; inter alia he had provided a herdsman for her sacred
oxen, and for her sacred cattle and their calves he also appointed a
herdsman;55 for her faultless (or sacred) sheep and lambs he
named a shepherd, and also for her goats and kids. For her asses
and their foals he had done the same.56

The inscription on statue G was first published by Amiaud in the
Zeitschriftfiir Assyriologie, iii. 23. It was dedicated to Nin girsu, for
whom Gudea says he had built the temple of E nin nu, for whom he
now built a second temple, named that of Eghud, i.e. the Temple of
Light (called Ipa by Jensen), or the temple of seven stages, which
was possibly the ziggurat attached to the former building. From its
summit, we are told, Nin girsu dispensed good fortune. Besides the
gifts he made to Nin girsu and Bau he also refers to others he had
made for his special god Nin gish zida. He further tells us he
had proclaimed peace from Girsu to Uru azagga, which therefore
probably marked the boundaries of his realm. He had caused
dolerite to be brought from Magan to make a statue with. Here
there occurs a gap of ten lines where a bare space had been left to
be afterwards filled in with the name of the statue, which was never
filled in at all. The inscription then says that on the festival day of
the goddess Bau, Gudea had dedicated presents—namely, an ox,
sheep of various sorts and lambs, baskets of dates, bowls of
cream, palm shoots . . . an eagle, seven flamingoes (or perhaps
pelicans), fifteen cranes, a turtle dove (?) with its seven eggs, fish,
thirty woollen garments (?) &c. These were his love gifts to the
goddess Bau. He then enumerates a further set of gifts of a
rarer kind, made apparently at the dedication of the two temples of
E nin nu and E Sir sir sera to Nin girsu and Bau respectively.57

On statue H is a short inscription relating the dedication of
this, a statue of himself, in the temple of Bau called E Sir sir
sera in Uru Azagga by Gudea and the bringing of dolerite with
which to make it, from Magan.98

This concludes the inscriptions on the 6tatues.
In an inscription published by Heuzey59 Gudea tells us he

brought ahirgal stones from the mountain Ur-in-gi of the city of
Az, on the Upper Sea, from which he made a gag-gis {i.e. a mace),
which he dedicated to the god Nin girsu. In another inscription
on a small tablet of dolerite (na kal) which he brought from the
mountain of Magan he again commemorates the building of the
great temple of E nin nu and the placing of some structure of cedar
in its midst for the god Nin girsu.60 On other inscriptions we

M Jensen translates this by ' wild oxen.'
*• Jensen, op. tit. pp. 55-9 ; Amiaud, in Records of the Past, 2nd ser. ii. pp. 97-9.
47 Jensen, op. tit. pp. 59-65; Amiaud, op. cit. pp. 99-102.
49 Amiaud, op. cit. p. 103 ; Badau, pp. 209-10.
41 Dicouvertes, 25 bis, 10, and Rev. Arch. vol. xvii. (1891), p. 153; Badau. p. 191.
60 Eadau, p. 195.
VOL. XVII.—NO. LXVI. Q
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learn of Gudea's other works. Thus on a votive tablet we are told
how he built the temple of E anna at Girsu for the goddess
Ninni or Inanna,61 and on a second he refers to the temple of E
me ghush gal an ki, which he built for the god Gal alim, the
favourite son of the god Nin girsa.62 On a brick63 from Tell Loh we
read of his building the temple of E ud ma Nina (ki) tag (the house
of light which illumines the home of the goddess Nina), which was
planted on the kur (?) at Nina ki, her favourite city. Her great
ship he also built.64 On a third tablet published by Heuzey6S we
read of Gudea building a temple for the god Dunshaga, son of Nin
girsu, which was known as Ki ak kil. He elsewhere dedicated a
mace to the same god.

On a brick66 he tells us he built a temple for the god Nin
dara, also called Nin-si a (lord of destinies ?), at Girsu. Bricks
with his name on them also exist from Tell Loh,07 and an
inscription of his from the Bowaireh mound at Warka is pub-
lished in ' W. A. I.' 1, 5, and we also have a cone from Zirghul;c8

there are others again referring to a dedication to bis own special
god Nin ghish zida by Gudea of a fine libation vase or ' sea.'
On an inedited brick he dedicates some structures to the god Shid-
lamtu Sna.

Among the inscribed objects from his reign a notable series are
the clay cones of which a great number—three hundred at least—
have been found by M. de Sarzec. These cones are made of a
light-coloured, finely levigated clay. At the summit each one haa
a head like that of a nail. Several of them are in the British
Museum. Two hundred similar cones of Ur Bau were also found
at Tell Loh. M. de Sarzec, speaking of them, says—

Along the whole of the excavation which I made to isolate the great
palace were found a large number of cones in baked clay. They occurred
sporadically elsewhere, but nowhere in such numbers as here. Some-
times they were inserted among the bricks of the pavement.

They were (like the copper figures) employed to destroy the influence
of the demons. They all bear the same inscription—i.e. ' To the
god Nin girsu, the powerful warrior of In lil. Our ruler the patesi
Gudea, pontiff (of the Temple) of the Fifty, E nin nu, has built
the Temple of the World for his god Nin girsu.'69

The cult of Gudea as a god, which was also practised in the case
of at least one of his predecessors, Naram sin,70 by whom I sug-

" Amiaud, op. cit. p. 104. « Ibid. <° Dtcouvertes, pi. 37, 3.
84 Comp. an inscription from Zirghul, W. A. I. 1, 5, no. xxiii. 2. See Amiaud,

op. cit. p. 105; also Proceedings Soc. Bibl. Arch. (November 1890), p. 63 ; Dicou-
vertes, plate 37, 3 ; Badau, p. 193.

° Dicouvertes, pi. 29 ; Eadau, p. 196. M Dicouvertes, pi. 37, no. 4.
67 Ibid. pi. 37, 5. ra Trans. Soc. Bibl. Arch. vi. 279-82.
68 Menant, Cut. Le Clercq, ii. 80. " Ante, vol. xvi. p. 31.
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gested it may have been imported from Egypt, has been discussed
by Scheil. He tells us that in placing his own statue in the temple of
Nin girsu Gudea endowed it with certain regular offerings, consisting
of a ka of some kind of drink, a ka of some kind of food, a half-ka of
flour, and a ka of some other food. It would thus appear that even
in the lifetime of the king himself his statue was treated like that of
a god, and was deemed, like the Egyptian statues, to be possessed or
inhabited by a double of the king, which double became virtually
immortal by dwelling in an indestructible body. As Scheil says,
of all the patesis of Shirpurla or Lagash the reign of Gudea was
probably marked by the greatest prosperity and wealth, by its long
duration and wisdom, and it is not wonderful that he should have
been treated by his people as a kind of god. Among the tablets
recently found at Tell Loh a great many relate to offerings made to
Gudea, whose name is qualified by the determinative of divinity.
When he was deified a class of priests" were appointed to per-
form the services to him. This is shown from the impressions
of seals attached to several contracts. On these Gudea, dressed,
like a god, in a flounced robe with a fringe passing from the left
shoulder below the right arm, is seated, and has in his right
hand a long baton, as the Egyptian grandees have in their tombs.
His head is covered with a headdress like that figured in a plate by
M. de Sarzec.71 Before him is a priest wearing a long robe and
holding one hand in the other over his breast. Behind the priest a
worshipper raises his hands to the level of his eyes in the attitude of
prayer. In the field is a spread eagle, apparently the symbol
of the god Nin girsu. The names of some of the3e priests of
Gudea are recorded as Ur-Dumuzi son of Mani, Lu Dumuzi son
of Mani, Lu Kuduz, scribe, son of Mani, Amil Dumuzi son of Mani.
This looks as if a whole family were dedicated to the service of
Gudea, and were probably the officials who made the special
offerings to him. Each one is qualified as zu shu gab of Gudea.72

Like those of other gods the name of Gudea as a deified
personage, and with the determinative of god, was afterwards used
in combination to form personal names, e.g. Lu Gudea, Gur
Gudea. &c.

I have given the contents of the inscriptions on the statues of
Gudea, but the statues themselves are sufficiently remarkable to
deserve a special notice. Five of them are standing. The first of
these is what M. Heuzey calls the statue with large shoulders. It
is in the same attitude as the statue of Ur Bau already named, but
the robe in which it is dressed has its fringe distinctly marked.
On the upper part of the right arm it bears the simple inscription,
' Gudea, king of Sbirpurla.' The statue is remarkable for the
exaggerated breadth of the shoulders, while the angular disposition

" Dieouvertes, pi. 12, n. 1. " See Recueil des Trav. xviii. 7 1 ; xxi. 2G.
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of the elbow, the thickness of the forearm, and the size of the
hands and fingers are remarkable. The feet are well modelled and
small. ' The execution,' says M. Heuzey, ' is sober and severe, but
excellent. The height of the figure is a metre and a fourth.'

The second statue is what Heuzey calls the statue with the
small shoulders. It is of the natural size, and, like the previous
one, has lost its head. Its contours are finer, and not so heavy and
squat, but it has not the same monumental gravity. The execution
too is not so good as in the previous statue.

The third statue has a broken shoulder, is of life size, and in its
proportions is very like the preceding one. It is probably to this
statue that belongs a detached head,73 and if so the latter represents
the patesi Gudea. It represents the head and face as shorn—a
custom which seems to have prevailed very generally in Chaldea,
and which was retained by the sacerdotal classes. The face is round
and fat, and shows small signs of cheek bones, &c. The eyes are large
and prominent, but show no sign of the Mongolian slant, while the
eyebrows are represented by lines, as if drawn with a compass.
The head is a homely one, and full of bonhomie and simplicity,
and, as M. Heuzey says, there is nothing of the proud imperious-
ness of the royal busts of a later age.74

The fourth statue is much mutilated, its shoulders and feet
being broken, which is a pity, since both the material and
workmanship are very good. The broken parts of the statue
show that its deeper recesses were worked with a drill, while the
surface was polished with a powder from some similar stone.

The fifth statue is of less than life size. It is in the same
attitude as the others, is also decapitated, and is the finest of all
the Tell Loh statues as a work of art. Its hands are almost
feminine in their delicate modelling, but the feet are less well
modelled. The toes decrease in regular order from the big toe to
the little one, as in the statues of Buddha in India.

Of the seated statues the first is colossal. It has lost its two
hands as well as its head. It has a fine monumental pose, and is
well modelled. This is the only statue of this period hitherto
found which is larger than life. It has a fine prominent chest, a
strong back, round and strong shoulders, with delicately modelled
feet. The ancient schools of archaic art, says M. Heuzey, have
rarely produced a more imposing and solidly composed statue.
The head was apparently not merely detached, but purposely
smashed to pieces.

A second seated statue is half the size of the preceding one.
Its general forms are too short, especially below the knees, but its
extremities, like those of the previous statues, are skilfully
modelled.

" Dicouvertes, pi. 12, fig. 2. " Op. tit. i. 144.
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A third statue also seated is rather less than life size. Instead
of having its hands crossed over each other it has on its knees a
rectangular tablet, on which is figured in relief a graduated
measure and a stylus to write with. This would at first make it
appear as if the statue belonged to some functionary, like an
architect or builder, but with the rest it bears the name of Gudea.
The tablet looks as if it were meant to represent a plaque covered
with soft clay, such as architects still use. The graduated measure
has been discussed among metrologists. It is 265 millimetres
long, and represents, doubtless, the empan, or half-cubit, of the
Chaldeans. It is divided into equal parts. Six of these divisions
are again divided into fractions, thirds, fourths, fifths, and sixths,
while on the other side of the rule the sixths are again divided into
halves and thirds. According to Pliny (as M. Heuzey reminds us)
the Babylonian foot was three fingers longer than the Eoman one
(pedes ternis digitis mensura ampliore quam nostra). The Eoman
foot = 0-3945 m.; hence the Babylonian foot was 0-8497, and the
Babylonian empan, three-quarters of a Eoman foot, was 0-2622.

The last of the statues of Gudea is still more remarkable. In
some respects it is like the previous one; it bears on its knees,
however, a beautifully constructed ground plan of a fortified
building. On the edge of the plan is a scale similar to the
preceding one, and it also has a stylus figured on it. The building
represented is an oblong one, with rectangular corners, and the
walls have a continuous frontage, except on one side, where they
form three successive recessed lines of front. The facade is pierced
by three gates, while there is a single gateway on each of the other
sides. Each gateway is fortified by a double quadrangular tower.
Other apparently solid towers occur at the corners, and two
supplementary towers seem more or less detached. The interior is
marked by straight lines without recesses. The plan, no doubt,
represents a fortress, and not a palace or a temple. Like the
preceding statue this one also is remarkable for the delicacy of the
details and the artistic arrangement of the figure.

I have described a head (ante, p. 228) which belonged to one of
the statues of Gudea; another head of similar size was also
discovered by M. de Sarzec. This is unique in that it wears
a sort of turban, apparently made by rolling a piece of cloth
about the temples. The conventional treatment of the surface
both of the cap which covers the skull and of the rolled
edge represents what looks like little curls, and it perhaps
was made of some kind of embroidered tissue. This recalls the
fiirpa which Herodotus tells us was the head-dress of the
Babylonians in his time.75 From one of the cylinders figured by
Menant (iv. fig. 2) it would seem that such a turban was also the

» Hist. i. 195, vii. 62; Strabo, 734
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head-dress of the god Sin. It occurs also on other figures on the
cylinders. The face of the bust just Darned has been clean shaved;
its eyes are large and very open and not oblique. The nose, now
broken, was not flat and negroid, but separated the orbits by a decided
ridge. The eyebrows are represented by curved lines, with the hair
marked by a double row of lines, like the pinnules of a feather.
The lower margin of the eyebrows was apparently trimmed, so as to
form a continuous curve. The two eyebrows meet on the bridge of
the nose, a feature that persisted, says M. Heuzey, all through the
history of the Chaldeo-Assyrian art and still exists in that of Persia.
The face is less conventionally treated than is usually the case with
those in Chaldean figures, the cheeks being modelled, but there is
nothing Mongolian about it. The head is very well carved and
shows much artistic sense. It is like the one above described, also
made of dark green diorite, and probably belonged to one of the
other statues.

Another head made of the same material is figured by M. de
Sarzec on pi. 21, fig. 1. It belonged to a statue of half life-size
and sculptured in a superb manner. The head is gone, but the
eyes, which still remain, are represented very large, the mouth
small and beautifully modelled with rounded outlines, giving a
kindly expression to the face. In contradistinction to the heads
already named this one 'is represented with its hair and beard
intact, the curls of the beard being represented with great precision.
M. Heuzey notices that the same bearded type occurs also on the
cylinders alongside of the closely shaven one, and distinguishes the
gods, the heroes, and perhaps also the kings, and is also the fashion
with certain figures apparently of a military or pastoral type and a
certain class of worshippers whose character is difficult to determine.
Among the Jews the preservation of the hair and beard was
especially enjoined.76 The Assyrians seem to have had the same
taste, as appears from their bas-reliefs, and in the time of Hero-
dotus (i. 195) the custom of letting the hair and beard grow had
become quite the fashion at Babylon itself. Is it not possible that
the custom was in fact the mark of the Semitic races as contrasted
with the Cushites ? The head above described seems to have been
that of a god, but in the portraits of Naram Sin and of Khammurabi
which are preserved these very early kings, both of whom were
Semites, are represented with beards and hair. M. Heuzey discusses
at some length a form of robe represented on various early fragments
of small statues made of limestone and on bas-reliefs, of which several
examples exist in the British Museum, though they are for the most
part put almost out of sight there. He has identified the robes in
question with those given the name of Kavvaicqs by the Greeks and
representing apparently bunches of wool fastened in tiers one above

" See Leviticus xzi. 5, zix. 27 ; Ezekiel xliv. 20; Judges ziii. 5.
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the other and overlapping each other. The Greeks attributed the
manufacture of this stuff, formed of long bunches of wool, and, like
the floccata of the modern Greeks, imitating for, to the Babylonians."
From Hesychius we learn that it only had this long wool or hair on
one of its faces and not on the other. He calls it sTepofiaXKijs.78

The stuff was made into a kind of square shawl, which was
fastened over the left shoulder, leaving the right arm free, as in the
case of the ordinary fringed robes. In the case of women it was
sewn and worn as a tunic. In the Assyrian times it was appar-
ently reserved for the gods. It occurs again among the Persians,
on the cylinders from Asia Minor, and in Greece, where it was
specially used for covering festival couches.

Of the reign of Gudea we also have a number of copper
statuettes and figures. Berthelot's analysis shows them to be
made of pure copper. They were all found enclosed in small
subterranean cubicles made of brick, and were apparently meant
to protect the buildings from the demons. Each figure was
accompanied by a tablet in soft white or black stone, containing a
replica of that on the metal object (which might easily decay).
These tablets are of a curved outline, like the very early bricks and
clay tablets, and were generally placed on pieces of white talc. The
verdigris on some of the figures has preserved the impression of
the cloth in which they were wrapped. The cubicles in which
these figures occur are oriented according to their angular points,
and are generally arranged in sets of four, similarly oriented. In
rebuilding the edifices in which the figures occur it was the
fashion apparently to replace them.

The copper figures inscribed with the name of Gudea are of
several types. One is precisely like that of the figure inscribed
with the name of Ur Bau already named, only of smaller size.
For the most part they are ruder than those of Ur Bau ; one figured
by Heuzey (pi. 28, fig. 8) is, however, particularly graceful. Alto-
gether nine specimens of this type of figure occur in the Louvre
and several in the British Museum. Of those in the Louvre
dedicated by Gudea two are dedicated to Nin girsu and refer to his
temple of E nin nu. The tablets accompanying them are made of
a dark green steatite. Three others with white limestone tablets
were dedicated to the god Galalim, the eldest son of Nin girsu,
and refer to his temple of E me ghush gal an ki. A sixth figure
of the same type was dedicated to the god Dun sha ga, another
son of Nin girsu, for his temple of E akkil. The cubicle in which
this last statuette was found formed part of a group containing
the statuettes dedicated to Galalim.

The second type of Gudea's copper figures represents a man

" Julius Pollux, Onomasticon, vii. 59. Aristophanes refero to this stuff in his
Wasps, 1137, 1147. "> See Dicouvertes, ii. 180.
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standing with the upper part of his body bare and the lower part
covered with a kind of petticoat looped about his waist, and
bearing on his head a basket, held with both hands and not with
one only, as in the figures of Ur Nina on his plaques, described in
a previous paper. The head and the face are both shaved and
represent a strong but vulgar type with somewhat of an African
look. M. Heuzey compares the figure to a canephoros, but rejects
the analogy. He would rather identify it with an ushabti figure,
•which among the Egyptians was buried with the dead to represent
a slave or servant who waited on the defunct person in the
next world. I am disposed to think the figures rather represent
the king as a humble worker for the gods. To show the magical
use of such figures M. Heuzey points to their unstable and pointed
bases. One of the figures of this type discovered by M. de Sarzec
was dedicated to Nin girsu and another to Dun sha ga.

The third type of these figures represents a reclining bull, a
kind of votive animal. The bulls are beautifully modelled, with
grace and repose. They are represented facing and lying down
on a sort of oblong plaquette which forms the head of what is in
effect a nail. They are cast in one piece. M. de Sarzec found two
specimens, both of them dedicated by Gudea to the goddess Inanna,
the daughter of Anna, or the sky, for her temple of E Anna.79

One of the monuments of Gudea showing special artistic force
and spirit is a mace-head ornamented with three lions' heads, or
rather composed out of them. It is made of a hard marble or
alabaster, white, with violet spots. It is figured in M. de Sarzec's
great work, pi. 25, and M. Heuzey, who described it at some
length, compares the animals' heads with those of the great
lions at Susa, described by M. Dieulafoy. It enables us to
know what the Babylonians meant by shirgal stone, that being
the name by which the stone in this particular instance is
called, and we are told further it came from the city of t h e \
country of Az, in the mountains Ur in ghi, on the Sea of Elam.
The mace is called ' the arm with three ur sags,' i.e. lions' heads.80

Ursags are mentioned in another of Gudea's inscriptions as having
been dedicated by him to Nin girsu. Fragments of similar lions'
heads dedicated by Gudea were found at Tell Loh. A head and
fragments of other lions in limestone show that detached figures of
these beasts were employed by Gudea as decorations to his buildings
or furniture. One piece of such a lion contains a dedication to the
goddess Gatumdug, mother of Shirpurla, and was a decoration for
the gate of the temen of her sanctuary. Another is dedicated to
Nin girsu. Lions' heads were also used as ornaments to other
things, e.g. a great rectangular basin dedicated by Gudea in the
temple of Nin girsu is so ornamented.81

" Decouvertes, ii. 241-5. ™ Cf. ante, p. 7.
sl Dtcouverks, pi. 24, fig. 3.
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A stone libation vase dedicated by Gudea to Nin ghieh zi da is
made of a dark green steatite. The vase is in the shape of a tall
narrow tumbler. On it are representations in high relief. This
relief consists first of two well-designed snakes twined about each
other and standing on their tails, forming a kind of primitive
caduceus. On some Chaldean cylinders a similar object is put in
the hand of a divinity. Here it apparently, as M. Heuzey supposes,
represents some sacred emblem, a kind of achera planted in the
ground for purposes of adoration. On each side of the intertwined
snakes stands like a sentinel a bizarre figure whose body seems also
modelled on that of a serpent, with a head like a serpent's and
a flexible body. The figures have tails ending in the recurved
stings of scorpions. The scales were once probably represented in
colour by enamel. The claws of the curious reptiles are prominent.
These bizarre ophidian or reptilian figures no doubt represent
demons. They wear the double-horned cap reserved for divinities,
with two antennae standing up above. Each one holds a curious
weapon or staff with a semicircular kind of handle at the summit,
which seems tied on. A similar object to these latter occurs on
cylinders, and M. de Sarzec has discovered a gigantic specimen
made of copper and in a somewhat ruinous condition. M. Heuzey
suggests that a banner may have been attached to the semiciroular
handle, and that the mysterious objects are emblematio staves or
halberds peculiar to heroic persons or gods.83

Among the ruins of Gudea's palace at Tell Loh there was also
found an interesting bas-relief sculptured in good style. It con-
tains two tiers of figures. In the upper tier are four figures; the
first one carries a cymbal and a kind of hammer with which to
strike it, while another holds a pipe or flute. They are separated
by two figures with their hands on their breasts, who are probably
attendants. In the lower tier a figure is playing on a very large
harp, the foot of which is decorated with a bull, while a second
figure stands in the same attitude of adoration as the two figures
in the upper tier. The relief is good evidence of the advance which
had been made in the sculptor's art at this time. It is figured in
M. de Sarzec's work.

As we saw in an earlier page the wife of Gudea was called Dun
pa ud du.83 He had a son called Ur Nin girsu, or ' the Man of
Nin girsu,' who became patesi of Shirpurla and inter alia added
some structure called a gi gu nu, made of cedar wood, to the temple
of E nin nu which had been built by his father, Gudea. This he
dedicated to Nin girsu.81 In other inscriptions Ur Nin girsu
styles himself priest; thus Jensen translates one of them found
on a brick at Tell Loh: ' Ur Nin girsu, the priest (in mi zi) of the

'• Dicouvertes, pt. iv. pp. 234-6. »• Ante, p. 216.
" Amiaud, in Rkor&s of the Past, N.S. ii. 106; Jensen, in K. B. iii. 66, 67.
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god Anna, the priest (mi gad azag) of the god Enki, the favourite
priest, or perhaps lord, of the goddess Nina.'8S

On a small stone wig for a statue, in the British Museum,
we read, ' For the powerful ruler Dungi, king of Ur, Bau ninan,
the zabarduz (? the lady or wife) of Ur Nin girsu, the beloved of
the goddess Nina, had this made for the goddess Ninlil.'M

Badau, for reasons not very clear to me, will have it that the Ur
Nin girsu of the first of these inscriptions and the Ur Nin girsu of
the other were not the same man, and falls foul of Winckler
and Lehmann for identifying them. His notion seems to be purely
arbitrary and invented to sustain an a priori theory that there
were several generations between Ur Bau and Gudea. The
inscriptions in fact prove that those two rulers must have been
contemporaries, since the son of Gudea was patesi of Shirpurla,
while Dungi the son of Ur Bau, who is the only Dungi known froir
the inscriptions, was the king of Ur.

I ought to add here that in later Babylonian literature, as was
pointed out by Hommel, the name Ur Nin girsu occurs as the
equivalent of farmer or rustic (ikkam), which he explains by some
tradition that his reign was a peaceable one and devoted to a
country life.8'

Ur Nin girsu was not the only patesi of Shirpurla during
Dungi's reign at Ur. We have inscriptions of at least two others,
father and son; the former was named Galukani. He styles
himself patesi of Shirpurla and dedicates an object to Nin girsu
for the life of Dungi, king of Ur.88 Utua the son of Ur . . . .
scribe of Galukani, patesi of Shirpula, is also mentioned on
a seal attached to a receipt for grain published by Scheil.89

On another tablet90 we read how Galalama, the son of Galukani,
the patesi of Shirpurla (who did not apparently fill that office him-
self, the phrase referring to his father), dedicated an object to the
goddess Bau for the life of Dungi, the king of Ur, king of Kengi
and Urdu.91 Jensen puts after Galalama a certain Ur Nin gul (or,
as Scheil and Badau agree, the name should be written Ur Nin sun),
who dedicated a vase to Nin girsu for his own life. He styles
himself patesi of Shirpurla.92 Nin gul or Nin sun was the wife of
the god Lugal banda.93

This, so far as we know, closes the recorded list of rulers of
Sbirpurla, which seems to have fallen into decay and to have been
superseded as a centre of power in Babylonia by Ur and other
towns.

HENRY H. HOWOBTH.

•* Jensen, op. tit. pp. 66-9. See Dicouvertes, pi. 37, 9.
•• Jensen, op. oil. pp. 68, 69; Badau, p. 37. " Gesch. p. 330.
19 Heuzey, iv. 90 ; Badau, p. 22. B" Ree. des Trav. xviii. 74.
" Dicouvertes, pi. 21, no. 4; Badau, p. 21. •' Jensen, op. cit. pp. 70-1.
" Ibid. p. 77 ; Heuzey, Rev. Ass. ii. 79. " Ibid: p. 76, n. 1.
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